MELANGE luxury redefined

Skin deep
Vichy Laboratoires launches its
Bi-White Med Deep Corrective
Whitening Essence, a skin
lightening breakthrough that has
clinically proven to correct dark
spots, dull skin and skin quality.
The essence is free of parabens
and is proven suitable for Asian
sensitive skin. The product is
enriched with Vichy Thermal Spa
Water and is hypoallergenic,
therefore preventing breakouts.
Available at select pharmacies in
all major cities.
Rs.1,990

Mod magic
Scorch the summer style set with these sunglasses from
leading fashion brand, Gucci. Inspired by the 1980s, these
sunglasses have integrated flex hinges for lightness and
flexibility. The double bridge and the tips of the handles are
highlighted by an acetate insert in an interesting colour while
the shaded lenses will keep you looking and feeling cool.
Available at leading eyewear stores
Rs 13,900

Unleashing
the Predator!

Adidas has developed a unique football boot - the Adidas
Predator® Lethal Zones. Complete with five distinctive ‘lethal
zones’, this boot will help players achieve high-speed dribbling, the
perfect first touch, generate pace while striking at goal, and
enable long distance and precision passing. The new Predator
is made with the newly-engineered
Hybridtouch upper
for comfort and stability.
Available at its stores
Rs. 3,299 (for kids) and
Rs. 3,999 (for adults)

Artistic leather
Hidesign has introduced their handpainted Blue Nile collection where
each bag is hand-painted by artists in
Pondicherry on vegetable-tanned
leathers. With a tan woven strap
that emanates an earthy finish, the
soft leather bags are
perfect for a day
around town. The
collection includes
Hobo bags, wallets and
large totes.
Available at its
stores
Rs 1,895 to Rs
7,995

Going places
Adamis, the luxury leather
company unveils its new
Travel Collection. This new
collection is created for
the modern traveller who
appreciates luxury as only
high quality hides which
appear naturally grained
are used. The bags are soft
to touch, yet robust and
perfectly suited to endure
the nuances of travel.
Available at its flagship
stores
Rs 7,500 to Rs 12,000 for
strolleys and travel bags
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